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1 General provisions, integrity clause 
 

1.1 These and any supplementary contractual terms and conditions of 
the Client shall apply exclusively. Any contradictory, supplementary 
or divergent terms and conditions specified by the Contractor shall 
form a part of the contract only if expressly accepted in writing by the 
Client. This shall also apply to any terms and conditions that are 
specified in order confirmations or other confirmations of the Contrac-
tor. Acceptance of goods/services shall not constitute acceptance of 
the terms and conditions of the Contractor. The contractual terms and 
conditions of the Client shall also apply if the contract with the Con-
tractor is executed without reservation, despite knowledge of contra-
dictory terms and conditions, supplementary terms and conditions or 
terms and conditions that diverge from these contractual terms and 
conditions of the Client. 

 

1.2 The services must comply with the Client's standards and norms as 

agreed in the contract. The Contractor shall notify the Client in writing 
immediately of any reservations it may have about executing services 
in the manner requested by the Client, or if the Contractor believes 
that it is being obstructed by a third party or by the Client from exe-
cuting these services. 

 

 The Contractor shall ensure that the services meet the objective of 
the contract and that they are carried out with the required efficiency. 

 

1.3 If it is necessary to revise any of the documentation created prior to 
acceptance, this shall be performed by the Contractor without entitle-
ment to separate remuneration. 

 

1.4 The Contractor shall abide by the contractual remuneration agree-
ments. Any entitlement to amended remuneration requires agree-
ment on the amount of this remuneration prior to execution of the 
service, and must be in writing for evidentiary purposes. 

 

1.5 As a general rule, the Contractor's services must be carried out per-
sonally by the Contractor or by its employees. The Contractor guar-
antees that only reliable employees with the requisite technical and 
interpersonal skills will be deployed and that these employees will be 
committed to exercising the utmost care and attention to detail. Sim-
ilarly, if the Contractor engages subContractors, they must also have 
suitable technical qualifications; in addition, this requires the prior 

written consent of the Client, which may not be refused without good 
reason. If any personal data is processed, consent can be refused 
due to the lack of data protection measures. 

 

1.6 The Contractor shall not replace the employees it has engaged to 
fulfill the contract or the contractually agreed employees without ob-
jective reason. To replace these employees, the Contractor must ac-
quire the prior written consent of the Client, which may not be refused 
without good reason. In justified cases, the Client has the right at any 
time to demand the replacement of employees deployed by the Con-
tractor, if fulfillment of the contract would otherwise be jeopardized. 
Before commencing work, the Contractor shall supply the Client in 
relation to the employees deployed to fulfill the contract with a list of 
all deployed persons that, according to the legal provisions, require 
a work permit or a permit for the purpose of self-employment, with 
the assurance that the deployed persons have documentary proof of 
eligibility to work (e.g. residence permit with work permit or permit for 
the purpose of self-employment). The list of persons shall include the 
following information: first and last name, nationality, issuing author-
ity and associated validity (end date) with requisite residence and 
work permits. The Contractor shall notify the Client without undue 
delay of any changes by stating the relevant information in writing. 
The Client has a right to check the information at any time as re-
quired. For the purposes of checking, the Contractor shall upon re-
quest of the Client submit documentary evidence without delay for 
identification purposes and, where necessary, any requisite resi-
dency permits with a work permit or permit for the purpose of self-
employment for the affected employees. The aforementioned provi-
sions apply equally to subContractors of the Contractor; the Contrac-
tor shall obtain contractual commitments from its subContractors ac-
cordingly. 

 

1.7 The Contractor and its employees shall not be integrated into the 
business organization of the Client. To this extent, they are not sub-
ject to the authority of the Client. Any legal power to issue instructions 
(e.g. in accordance with procurement law, data protection law or 

railway law, or to comply with occupational safety and accident pre-
vention) shall remain unaffected by this. The Contractor must ensure 
that it or persons appointed by it actively exercise instruction and su-
pervision authority towards its employees. 

 

1.8 The Contractor may not attend to its own or external company or 
supplier interests where there is a relationship to the commissioned 
service. 

 

1.9 Interim and final reports and presentation documents – each in copy 
quality – shall be provided to the Client without special remuneration. 
Additionally, at the request of the Client, all reports in the form of 
electronic files (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access) are to be provided 
to the Client in a format specified by the Client without special remu-
neration. The Contractor or person appointed by it in writing shall sign 
the reports or other documents as author and shall include the date. 
At the request of the Client, the Contractor shall make its results 

available to the Client in the form of a presentation without any enti-
tlement to additional remuneration. 

 

1.10 Within the framework of the contractual relationship, the contracting 
parties undertake to take all necessary measures to prevent corrup-
tion, other criminal offenses and other forms of gross misconduct. 
They undertake, in particular, to take all necessary precautionary 
measures to avoid gross misconduct in Germany and abroad. Irre-
spective of the form of participation in committing, inciting or aiding 
and abetting an offense, gross misconduct includes 

 

a) serious offenses that have been committed in the course of busi-
ness dealings. These include criminal offenses that involve, in 
particular, fraud, abuse of trust, document forgery or similar of-
fenses, 

 

b) offering, promising or granting undue benefits to any civil serv-
ant, public official or other office holder or person specifically 
bound to carry out public service duties (bribery or granting an 
undue advantage), or members of the Management Board, man-
aging directors or other employees of Deutsche Bahn AG or its 
Group companies (bribery in business conduct),  

 

c) offering, promising or granting undue benefits to any person en-
gaged in a freelance capacity by Deutsche Bahn AG or its Group 

companies who is active in the award or execution of a contract, 
e.g. technical designers, consultants and project control officers, 

 

d) in connection with the activity of the Contractor for Deutsche 
Bahn AG or its Group companies, offering, promising or granting 
undue benefits to any other German or foreign civil servant, pub-
lic official or other office holder or person specifically bound to 
carry out public service duties or to any employee or appointee 
of any other businesses in relation to the initiation, award or ex-
ecution of a contract by third parties, 

 

e) any unauthorized procurement, securing, use or communication 
of commercial or business secrets for competitive purposes, for 
personal gain, for the benefit of a third party or with the intention 
of inflicting damage or loss on the business owner, or any unau-
thorized use or communication, for competitive purposes or for 
personal gain, of documents or technical instructions entrusted 
in the course of business dealings, and any unauthorized use or 
transmission, for competitive purposes or for personal gain, of 
documents, technical instructions or commercial information of 
the Client entrusted in the course of business dealings, including 
any such material supplied on data storage media,  

 

f) any infringement of provisions designed to protect unimpeded 
competition; in particular, violations of hardcore antitrust re-
strictions in accordance with Article 101 of the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union, section 1 of the German Act 
Against Restraints of Competition (GWB) (price, bidding, quan-
tity, quota, customer allocation and territorial agreements), 

 

g) any infringement of economic sanctions or the circumvention of 
European Union sanctions, especially an infringement of Euro-
pean Council Regulation No. 2580/2001 or European Council 
Regulation No. 881/2002 and 753/2011 (anti-terror regulations) 
or of other applicable national, European and international em-
bargo or trade-control regulations, and  
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h) other serious offenses or gross misconduct. These include crim-
inal acts; in particular, terrorist offenses, involvement in a crimi-
nal organization, money laundering and the financing of terror-
ism, child labor and other forms of human trafficking or similar 
offenses. 
 

Gross misconduct in the aforementioned sense shall also be deemed 
to have been committed if persons who are associated with the em-
ployees, managing directors or Management Board members of the 
Deutsche Bahn Group are offered, promised or granted undue ben-
efits and if specific planning and tendering assistance is provided in 
order to subvert competition. 

 

1.11 If, at the time of awarding the contract, the Contractor or persons ap-
pointed by it or acting on its behalf are shown to have come to an 
agreement that represents an unlawful restriction of competition, the 
Contractor shall pay compensation in the amount of 15% of the net 

contract value, unless it is not responsible for the infringement. The 
right to prove and claim damages of different value shall remain un-
affected. Furthermore, other contractual or legal claims of the Client 
shall remain unaffected. 

 

1.12 If, in the context of awarding or providing services, an employee, a 
managing director or a member of the board of the Contractor, or any 
subContractor working under the direction of the Contractor, commits 
gross misconduct within the meaning of section 1.10 to the detriment 
of the Client, the Contractor shall pay the Client a contractual penalty, 
unless it is not responsible for the infringement. The penalty shall 
amount to 

 

a) 7% of the net contract value if the gross misconduct is committed 
by a managing director or member of the board of the Contrac-
tor, or 

 

b) 5% of the net contract value if the gross misconduct is committed 
by an agent holding full power of attorney or authorized repre-
sentative, or 

 

c) 2% of the net contract value if the gross misconduct is committed 
by other employees of the Contractor or by subContractors, 

 

but the minimum contractual penalty shall amount to €5,000. This 
contractual penalty shall not affect the rights of the Client to claim 
damages for misconduct. However, in this case, the contractual pen-
alty shall be offset against any such claims for damages.  

 

A contractual penalty in accordance with this provision shall be inap-
plicable if an act of gross misconduct within the meaning of section 
1.10 is committed by a subContractor of the Contractor and the 
choice of this subContractor was made obligatory by the Client, 
and/or if the Contractor or its employees, board members or manag-
ing directors, or other third parties working under its instruction, did 
not participate in committing this act of gross misconduct. 

 

Cases of unlawful restriction of competition according to section 1.11 
and concurrent acts of gross misconduct according to section 1.10 
(whereby the same offender commits several separate acts of gross 
misconduct punishable under criminal law or whereby one and the 
same act of gross misconduct is an offense against several different 
statutory provisions) shall not be subject to the contractual penalty. 
Section 1.11 shall apply conclusively in this respect. 

 

1.13 If an act of gross misconduct within the meaning of section 1.10 is 
committed by an employee, managing director or member of the 
board of the Contractor, 

 

a) the Client shall be entitled to invoke extraordinary termination of 
the contract without notice, 

 

b) the Contractor shall be debarred from competing for orders 
awarded by Deutsche Bahn AG and its Group companies for a 
period of up to five years, unless otherwise specified by law. If 
the Contractor can provide evidence of appropriate and suffi-
cient self-corrective actions, the ban may not be implemented. 
The severity and the circumstances of the misconduct shall be 
taken into account.  

 

 The extent of the ban and the readmission to the competitive tender-
ing process are governed by the Deutsche Bahn AG guidelines on 
barring contractors and suppliers. These guidelines may be in-
spected at any time at the Client's premises. 

 

1.14 The Contractor undertakes to actively contribute towards preventing 
gross misconduct within the meaning of section 1.10 and investigat-
ing suspected misconduct as well as to cooperate with the Client in 
this respect.  

  

 If the Contractor gains knowledge of facts that constitute a suspicion 
of gross misconduct within the meaning of section 1.10 and impact 
on the Client, the Contractor is obliged to immediately notify the Cli-
ent of such in writing. Furthermore, if such gross misconduct lies 
within the sphere of the Contractor, the Contractor is obliged to in-
vestigate the circumstances of the case immediately. If the suspicion 
is confirmed, the Contractor is obliged to take appropriate specific 
technical, organizational and personnel measures to terminate the 
misconduct without delay and to prevent such misconduct in the fu-
ture. The Contractor shall promptly inform the Client in writing on the 
progress and outcome of the investigation of the circumstances of 

the case and on any measures taken. 
 

1.15 To make it possible to establish and organize legally compliant busi-
ness relations, the Client and the Contractor shall each give their 
consent to the other party for regular mutual checks of their infor-
mation against the latest versions of the sanctions lists based on Eu-
ropean Council Regulations No. (EC) 2580/2001, (EC) 881/2002 and 
(EU) 753/2011 (anti-terror regulations) and other applicable national, 
European and international embargo and trade-control regulations. 
When doing so, they shall observe all relevant provisions based on 
data protection law, especially with regard to data minimization and 
data security. 

 

The Contractor declares that its company and employees are not in-
cluded on any of the aforementioned sanctions lists. The Contractor 
undertakes to use appropriate measures to ensure that the anti-terror 
regulations and other national, European and international embargo 
and trade-control regulations are implemented in its company's busi-
ness operations. The Contractor also undertakes to promptly notify 
the Client in writing of any matches found during checks against the 
aforementioned sanctions lists. 
 

The assertion of claims for damages of any type (in particular due to 
default or non-performance) and the assertion of other rights by the 
Contractor are excluded if these are associated with compliance with 
applicable national, European and international embargo and trade-
control regulations. This does not apply in the event that the Client is 
accused of intent or gross negligence. The Client is entitled to invoke 
extraordinary termination of the contract if any matches are found 
during the aforementioned checks. 

 

2 Safeguarding the interests of the Client by the Contractor 
 

2.1 The Contractor is obliged to safeguard the rights and interests of the 
Client within the scope of the services to be performed by the Con-
tractor. 

 

2.2 The Contractor is not permitted to represent the Client unless it re-
ceives special authorization from the Client in writing. 

 

3 Execution of the service, cooperation 
 

3.1 To the extent required for the purposes of executing the contract, the 
Contractor shall agree on the key work steps of its services with the 
Client's contact person before execution begins and before final pro-
vision; the Contractor's responsibility for its services shall remain un-
affected. The Contractor shall provide the Client with the required in-
formation on the status of fulfillment of the contract without special 
remuneration and shall, upon request, grant the Client access to its 
premises to view the documents relating to execution of the contract. 
The confidentiality interests of the Contractor must be taken into ac-
count. 

 

3.2 The Contractor shall inform the Client of all details relating to contract 
fulfillment where knowledge of these details is necessary for the Cli-
ent. 

 

3.3 In the case of services under a contract for services, the responsibility 
for the work results lies solely with the Contractor. This shall also ap-
ply if the contracting parties form a project team. If the contracting 
parties form a project team for services under a contract for services, 
all meetings undertaken by the project team must be documented. 
The Contractor is responsible for such documentation; it shall 
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promptly make the minutes of each meeting available to the Client. If 
there is no objection to the content of the minutes of a meeting within 
a period of two weeks, the content shall be deemed to be correct. 

 

3.4 The contact person nominated by the Client for execution of the con-
tract is authorized exclusively for technical cooperation with the Con-
tractor. The contact person is not authorized to issue contract-form-
ing statements (e.g. amendments or supplements to the contract or 
suspension or termination of the contract). 

 

3.5 The Contractor shall ensure that all materials used that fall under the 
EU chemicals regulation REACH are registered and allowed in ac-
cordance with this regulation and having taken into consideration the 
use of the materials by the Client according to the subject of the con-
tract. This shall also apply to contractors outside of the European Un-
ion. Upon request by the Client, the Contractor shall provide suitable 
proof of fulfillment of this obligation. 

 

4 Entering railway installations 
 

If the Contractor needs to perform services where entry to the railroad 
operation danger zone within railway installations cannot be avoided, 
it must inform the Client in good time so that the Client can ensure its 
safety. The Client shall inform the Contractor of the dangers within 
the railroad operation danger zone and the necessary safety precau-
tions; the Contractor is responsible for providing the relevant safety 
instructions to its employees. The Contractor must confirm receipt of 
the relevant safety instructions and documentation. 

 

5 Acceptance  
 

5.1 If the Contractor has performed acceptance-ready services in ac-
cordance with the contract, it shall offer these to the Client and send 
a written request to have these services accepted. Unless otherwise 
agreed in the contract, the Client will declare acceptance or justifiably 
refuse it within 14 calendar days. If the Client neither confirms nor 
refuses acceptance within the aforementioned period, the service 
shall be deemed to have been accepted. The service shall also be 
deemed to have been accepted if it is used productively by the Client. 

 

5.2 If agreed partial services are accepted, acceptance shall be restricted 
to the relevant partial service. Upon acceptance of the final partial 
service, the overall service shall be accepted by testing the ability of 
all partial services to interact with one another. 

 

6 Assignment of claims, set-off 
 

6.1 The Contractor shall not be permitted to assign its claims against the 
Client to a third party. Section 354a of the German Commercial Code 
(HGB) shall remain unaffected. 

 

6.2 The Contractor shall not be entitled to exercise any lien or other right 
of retention if this is based on counterclaims from other legal trans-
actions with the Client. 

 

6.3 The Contractor shall be entitled to offset its claims only against claims 
(including claims arising from other legal relationships) that are un-
disputed or that have been established as final and absolute by a 
court of law. 

 

6.4 The Client shall be entitled to full rights of lien and set-off. 
 

7 Transfer of documents, usage rights, industrial property rights, 
publications 

 

7.1 The Contractor shall deliver to the Client and transfer title of docu-
ments to be provided in fulfillment of the contract; the right of lien of 
the Contractor is excluded. 

 

7.2 The Client shall, at the time of their creation, acquire, without special 
remuneration, and for all proprietary work results of the Contractor 
that have resulted from execution of the contract, the permanent, ir-
revocable, exclusive, unrestricted with regard to place, and transfer-
able right in rem to use the work results in all – including hitherto 
unknown – possible ways; in particular, to copy them, to make them 
accessible on the internet, to develop them further or to amend them. 
If the work results of the Contractor contain the work results of third 
parties, the Contractor shall ensure that the Client is permitted to use 
these work results as described above. The Contractor shall grant 
the Client non-exclusive usage rights to pre-existing materials, tech-
niques, work methods and expertise in accordance with the 

aforementioned provision, if these are required for use of the work 
results or if these belong to the agreed scope of services. 

 

7.3 If, within the framework of the contract, the Contractor achieves re-
sults whose content can be protected or registered (patented), the 
Contractor 

 

▪ shall inform the Client of this immediately, 
 

▪ shall make unrestricted use of the inventions in accordance with 
the ArbEG (German Law on Employees' Inventions) upon re-
quest and following consultation with the Client, and 

 

▪ shall transfer the invention(s) to the Client against reimburse-
ment of the employee inventor compensation (section 9 German 
Law on Employees' Inventions) and, apart from that, gratis for 
use by Deutsche Bahn AG and its affiliated companies. 

 

The Client is obliged to make the reimbursement from the time of 
transfer. All usage rights to work results that can be protected or reg-
istered belong to the Client within the meaning of section 7.2, clause 
1. 

 

Drafting of the property rights application shall be undertaken by the 
patent department of the Client. 

 

The Contractor shall obtain contractual commitments from its sub-
Contractors accordingly. 

 

7.4 The Client has the right to publish the documents. The Client must 
only specify the name of the author if this is customary in the sector. 
For publication, the Contractor requires the prior consent of the Cli-
ent. 

 

7.5 The above provisions shall apply even in the event of early termina-
tion of the contractual relationship. 

 

8 Material defect claims for services under a contract for services  
 

8.1 The Contractor is responsible for the faultless provision of services 
and work results and for their suitability for the contractually agreed 
purpose. 

 

8.2 The limitation period in which rights and claims arising from defects 
may be asserted shall be 24 months unless the law specifies a longer 
period. This period begins on acceptance. In the case of partial ser-
vices, the limitation period begins with the acceptance of the respec-
tive partial service. If a partial service has already been used by the 
Client, however, the limitation period for this partial service begins on 
the first calendar day of use. 

 

Unless otherwise agreed, the limitation period for the interaction of 
all partial services (overall service) begins with acceptance of the fi-
nal partial service. 

 

8.3 In the case of defects, the Client is entitled to all statutory claims and 
rights. The Client is entitled to any rights resulting from an agreed 
guarantee, which may not reduce the statutory claims of the Client. 

 

8.4 The Client shall notify the Contractor, within an appropriate time pe-
riod, of any defects ascertained. 

 

8.5 Due to the legal liability, the Contractor is obliged to rectify any re-
ported defects immediately. If the Contractor falls behind with rectifi-
cation of the defects,  section 15.2 applies accordingly. 

 

8.6 Rectification of the defects also includes correction of the documen-
tation if this is affected by the breach of duty or subsequent perfor-
mance. 

 

8.7 If the notification of defects is justified, the limitation period in accord-
ance with section 8.2 is extended by the period during which the work 
results cannot be used for their intended purpose due to the defect; 
this applies to the work result as a whole. Statutory regulations con-
cerning the suspension of the period of limitation shall remain unaf-
fected. 

 

8.8 Where the notification of defects is justified, the costs of tracking the 
defects shall be borne by the Contractor. If, following consultation, 
the Client supports the Contractor in tracking the defects that have 
justifiably been reported, the Contractor shall reimburse the Client for 
all verified expenses that the Client has incurred in connection with 
tracking the defects. 
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8.9 The Contractor shall reimburse the Client for all verified necessary 
expenses that the Client has incurred in connection with subsequent 
performance. 

 

9 Property right infringements  
 

9.1 The service performed by the Contractor must be free of third-party 
rights – in particular, of copyrights and industrial property rights. If 
use in accordance with the contract is restricted or forbidden due to 
the infringement of third-party property rights, the Contractor is 
obliged, at its own choice, to either change the service or replace it 
so that the property right infringement is eliminated but still complies 
with the contractual terms and conditions, or to obtain the right of use 
so that the service can be used by the Client in accordance with the 
contract and without restriction or additional costs. 

 

9.2 At the first request, the Contractor shall release the Client from the 
claims that a third party asserts against the Client due to an infringe-
ment of property rights and, from the time of the first request, the 
Contractor shall handle the dispute with the third party, unless the 
Contractor is not responsible for the infringement of property rights. 
The Client shall support the Contractor here to the extent necessary. 
Any associated necessary and verified expenses shall be reim-
bursed. The Client is obliged to immediately notify the Contractor in 
writing if claims are asserted against the Client due to the infringe-
ment of property rights. The right of indemnity shall be limited to a 
period of two years from the date on which the circumstances estab-
lishing this right become known to the Client or would have become 
known to it had it not acted in a grossly negligent manner. Otherwise, 
the right of indemnity shall lapse after a period of ten years from the 
date of establishment of this right irrespective of the Client's 
knowledge or grossly negligent ignorance. 

 

9.3 If the Contractor fails to comply immediately with its obligations in 
accordance with section 9.1, section 15.2 shall apply accordingly. 

 

9.4 Furthermore, the statutory regulations regarding the liability for de-
fects shall apply. 

 

10 Liability for damages 
 

The contracting parties shall be mutually liable for damages 
 

▪ in case of intent or gross negligence, in the full amount, irrespec-
tive of the type of damage, 

 

▪ in case of infringement of duties essential to the contract, in the 
full amount, 

 

▪ in case of minor negligence, as long as no material contractual 
duties are breached, to the amount of the typical foreseeable 
damage; this does not apply, however, to personal injuries and 
injuries to third parties for which liability is the full amount. 

 

11 Protection of secrets, confidentiality, data protection, return of 
documents 

 

11.1 The contracting parties shall ensure that any persons they entrust 
with processing, fulfilling or handling the contract comply with statu-
tory data protection regulations and the German Federal Trade Se-
crets Act (GeschGehG).  

 Additionally, the contracting parties shall keep confidential any infor-
mation, documents or items concerning personal data, business se-
crets or trade secrets obtained from the other contracting party's 
sphere, as well as any information that is labeled as confidential or is 
to be assessed as confidential for any other reason, regardless of 
whether the information has been communicated verbally, in writing 
or in any other way, such as digitally.  

 This obligation applies regardless of whether the information that is 
to be assessed as confidential has been labeled accordingly or is 
subject to technical or organizational protective measures. If the in-
formation to be exchanged does not meet the criteria of a trade secret 
according to the GeschGehG in individual cases, it shall still be sub-
ject to the confidentiality agreement in line with the intentions of the 
contracting parties, provided that it, recognizably for the other con-
tracting party, constitutes confidential information.  

  

11.2 The contracting parties shall keep the confidential information secret, 
take appropriate measures to protect against unauthorized access, 
and refrain from passing information on to third parties without au-
thorization, or using it for purposes other than those contractually 

agreed. Appropriate measures for ensuring confidentiality include us-
ing technical security measures that are in line with the state of the 
art (Article 32 General Data Protection regulation (DS-GVO)) and ob-
ligating employees to maintain confidentiality and observe data pro-
tection measures in accordance with the DS-GVO. If the contracting 
party transferring the information has specified requirements for 
maintaining the confidentiality of particularly sensitive information 
based on different confidentiality levels, the other contracting party 
must maintain the information in line with these specifications. Each 
contracting party may request that the other contracting party provide 
information about or evidence of the nature and scope of its security 
measures. The obligation to maintain confidentiality does not apply 
to information or items that the receiving contracting party is able to 
prove (1) was/were generally known or readily available without in-
fringements, either wholly or in the format and combination provided, 
to persons who normally handle such information; (2) is/are becom-
ing publicly accessible at a later point without any breaches of the 
obligation to maintain confidentiality; or (3) was/were verifiably ob-
tained by the receiving contracting party itself without use of or refer-
ence to the confidential information of the other contracting party; or 
(4) was/were made known to the receiving contracting party from an 
authorized third party in a legal manner, without any infringements of 
this confidentiality agreement.  

 If a contracting party is obliged to disclose some or all confidential 
information due to applicable legislation, court orders or official or-
ders, the contracting party shall notify the owner of the confidential 
information of this immediately in writing and make all reasonable ef-
forts to reduce the extent to which the information is disclosed to a 
minimum and, where necessary, provide the owner of the confiden-
tial information with any reasonable support required to obtain a pro-
tection order against the disclosure of all confidential information or 
parts thereof.  

 

11.3  The contracting parties shall impose the same obligations on all per-
sons – whether they are employees or third parties – that are en-
trusted, because of or in connection, with the cooperation in contract 
initiation and with processing, fulfilling or handling the contract and 
shall also provide evidence of this obligation to the other contracting 
party on request. Additionally, the contracting parties shall only dis-
close confidential information to those persons who necessarily need 
to know the information for the contractually agreed purpose.  

 
11.4 Transferring the information does not transfer any rights or licenses 

to the other contracting party, unless otherwise expressly specified 
in other contractual provisions. The Contractor shall in no way com-
mercially use or imitate (particularly by means of reverse engineer-
ing) the confidential information for purposes outside of this agree-
ment, nor shall it have the confidential information used or imitated 
by third parties for purposes outside of this agreement nor shall it  
register any industrial property rights in relation to the confidential 
information – particularly brands, designs, patents or utility models 
– where using the confidential information in this way does not con-
form to the purpose of the contract.  

 

11.5  Each contracting party may terminate the contract without notice if 
the other contracting party is in breach of its aforementioned obliga-
tions. Claims for damage compensation and any other claims or 
rights (according to the GeschGehG, for example) shall remain unaf-
fected. The obligations to maintain confidentiality shall remain in 
place for a further 5 (five) years after the contract has come to an end 
or has been terminated.  

 

11.6 The Contractor undertakes to immediately return all documents 
handed over to it by the Client after completion of the contract or se-
curely delete or destroy them if requested. The Contractor is not en-
titled to the right of retention in respect of these documents. 

  

11.7 If execution of a service by the Contractor is associated with activities 
for which, in the opinion of the Client, the conclusion of an order data 
processing contract within the meaning of Article 28 of the General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or any other privacy agreement 
is required, the Contractor is obliged to promptly negotiate and con-
clude such a contract or agreement based on the standard sample 
contract of the Client or one of its affiliated companies, with the re-
quired specific amendments in each case. In the case of services 
with a foreign element, the Contractor is obliged, at the request of the 
Client, to conclude an order data processing contract or any other 
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privacy agreement based on a sample contract specified by the Cli-
ent. 

 
11.8 Without prejudice to the provisions above, the Contractor may pro-

vide information about (partial) order values or (partial) prices to ex-
ternal parties only in cases that are strictly prescribed by law. Press 
releases and other publications on orders that have been issued are 
only permitted in consultation with the Client. The same applies to 
any communication of rounded or approximate values, and to figures 
comparing percentages with previous orders. 

 
 

12 Security of the information systems of the Client 
 

12.1 Direct or covert access to the information systems (operational sys-
tems, networks, programs, datasets) of the Client and its affiliated 
companies is only permitted to the Contractor upon conclusion of a 

supplementary contract within the meaning of section 11.5 if it has 
received express access authorization in writing from the Client; such 
access authorization is restricted to the expressly approved and de-
ployed employees of the Contractor or its subContractors. Transfer 
of access authorizations to third parties is forbidden. Any access au-
thorization granted may only be used in the context of the contractu-
ally assumed services. 

 

12.2  If conditions of use exist for the connection of devices to data net-
works of Deutsche Bahn (hereinafter "conditions of use"), the Con-
tractor shall comply with these when using the information systems 
of the Client and its affiliated companies. The Contractor shall not 
establish a connection to the data network unless these regulations 
are complied with.  Upon written request, the Client shall make the 
conditions of use available to the Contractor. 

 

12.3 The Contractor undertakes to make proper use of its deployed IT/OT 
systems (e.g. notebooks, etc.) in the data networks of the Client and 
its affiliated companies. The Contractor may only use IT/OT systems 
that conform to the current state of the art at the time of use and shall 
use effective protective measures to prevent the penetration of vi-
ruses or other damaging code. These protective measures include a 
state-of-the-art virus scanner and current security patches, updates 
and service packs.  

 

12.4 The use of hacking tools, sniffer software, etc. is forbidden unless 
this has been expressly approved. The Contractor is responsible for 
ensuring that the data networks of the Client and its affiliated compa-
nies are not coupled with other data networks. 

 

12.5 After termination of the contractual relationship, the Contractor un-
dertakes immediately, at all the Contractor's and its subContractors' 
primary and secondary locations, to securely and sustainably delete, 
destroy or return to the Client all data connected to the contractual 
relationship, unless it is legally obliged to retain the data. Upon re-
quest, the Contractor shall provide evidence of this to the Client. 

 

12.6 The Client reserves the right to carry out blocks or monitoring as a 
result of government agency orders or in line with the conditions of 
use. Also, interruption of network access shall be possible at any time 
if the devices of the Contractor, which are connected to the network, 
in any way affect the operating security or the operating behavior of 
the network or of other devices or software connected to the network.  

 

12.7 The aforementioned applies subject to differing regulations concern-
ing the handling of personal data in the contractual relationship in 
accordance with section 11.5. 

 

13 Termination  
 

13.1 The Client is entitled to terminate work contracts in accordance with 
section 648 of the German Civil Code (BGB) at any time without ob-
serving a period of notice.  

 

13.2 If, in the case of service contracts, no specified scope of services 
(e.g. the number of days worked or the term of the contract) has been 
agreed, the contracting parties are entitled to terminate the contract 
subject to a period of notice of 14 calendar days before the end of 
the month. 

 

13.3 The right to termination without notice for cause remains unaffected. 
In particular, cause exists in cases where a contracting party violates 
the contract so severely that the other contracting party is unable to 

reasonably engage in any further cooperation. This may involve, for 
instance, a significant infringement of the principles and requirements 
set out in the agreed code of conduct for business partners, or multi-
ple individual contractual violations that exceed the limits of what is 
considered reasonable. Termination without notice requires a previ-
ous unsuccessful written warning. 

 
13.4 The Client is also entitled to terminate the contract without notice and 

without any further preconditions if the ability to fulfill the contract cor-
rectly is put at risk due to the Contractor's financial situation signifi-
cantly worsening. This applies in particular if (i) the Contractor re-
peatedly fails to pay its subContractors on time, or (ii) no contractually 
agreed suretyships have been issued, or (iii) insolvency proceedings 
have been rejected due to a lack of assets. 

 

13.5 Termination must be in writing or by fax. 
 

14 Amendment in service, additional service 
 

14.1 The Client is entitled to demand from the Contractor details of any 
amendments or additions that result from specifying the order, and 
this does not change the terms and conditions of the contract subject 
to section 14.2, sentence 3. 

 

14.2 The Client is entitled to request from the Contractor, in writing, details 
of any amendments in service or any additional services; in the case 
of work, this applies until acceptance; in the case of services, this 
applies until termination of the contract. The Contractor is obliged to 
execute the amendment in service or any additionally assigned ser-
vices as long as it does not deem them to be unacceptable. The ef-
fects on contract deadlines and on remuneration shall be agreed in 
writing in the form of a supplement to the contract. Unless amend-
ments to the remuneration or deadlines are agreed in the supplement 
to the contract, the amended or additional service is to be carried out 
in the framework of the existing remuneration agreement or deadline 
agreement. 

 

14.3 If, during the execution of amendments or additional services, it 
emerges that the requirement for amendments or the requirement for 
additional services is due to an error on the part of the Contractor 
when executing the contract, the agreements on any changes to re-
muneration or deadlines shall become void. 

 

15 Delivery/performance time, penalty for delay 
 

15.1 The delivery/performance dates and deadlines specified for the Con-
tractor in the contract are binding.  

 

15.2 In the event of a delay by the Contractor with regard to a goods or 
service obligation, or if the service cannot be accepted on time due 
to defects, the Client shall be entitled to claim a contractual penalty 
amounting to 0.3% of the contract value of the delayed service for 
each calendar day, but not exceeding a total of 10%. A paid contrac-
tual penalty shall be offset against damage claims for a delay. The 
Client reserves the right to claim the contractual penalty until final 
payment. These provisions also apply if the on-time work is not ac-
cepted due to defects. 

 

15.3 The Contractor is obliged to immediately notify the Client via fax or in 
writing if circumstances that could lead to non-compliance with the 
agreed dates and deadlines arise or become apparent. Furthermore, 
the Contractor is obliged to inform the Client of any obstruction to 
execution of the contract due to the failure of the Client to execute 
services or to execute them in conformity with the contract.  

 

16 Remuneration, invoice, payment 
 

16.1 Unless otherwise agreed, the remuneration defined in the contract is 
a fixed price and includes packaging and delivery. This remuneration 
covers all services to be performed by the Contractor in accordance 
with the contract – including usage rights, ancillary services, travel 
expenses, other expenses, costs for transport and insurance, etc. 

 

16.2 The price does not include the Contractor's statutory value added tax 
(VAT). A VAT refund presupposes that the Contractor is entitled and 
obliged, pursuant to the relevant legal regulations, to charge the tax 
separately and that the tax is indicated separately in the invoice. 

 

16.3 Subject to value added tax (VAT) regulations, the invoice must spec-
ify the ordering party, the receiving location, the number and date of 
the contract, and the Contractor's tax number assigned by the tax 
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office or its VAT identity number. If any of the agreed details are not 
included in the invoice and this results in a delay in processing the 
invoice at the Client's end, the Client shall not be responsible for the 
delay. 

 

16.4 The remuneration due is to be paid within 21 calendar days subject 
to a 3% discount or 30 days net after receipt of a verifiable invoice by 
the Client's invoice receipt office. Payment shall generally be made 
by bank transfer. Compliance with the payment period by the Client 
shall be determined by the date of receipt of the transfer order by the 
Client's bank. If advance payments or installment payments have 
been agreed, the payment period shall begin on the agreed payment 
date if the invoice has been received on time by the contractually 
determined invoice recipient and the agreed collateral has been pro-
vided. 

 

17 Written form, severability clause, applicable law, place of juris-

diction, language 
 

17.1 There are no additional agreements to the contract unless the indi-
vidual contract makes explicit reference to additional agreements. In 
order to preserve evidence, changes or additions to this contract – 
including this clause – must be agreed in the form of the contract of 
which these General Contractual Terms and Conditions are an inte-
gral part. 

 

17.2 Should any individual provisions of this contract be or become void, 
the remainder of the contract shall remain unaffected. The void pro-
vision shall be replaced by the relevant statutory regulation. 

 

17.3 The contract and any claims resulting from it shall be subject to Ger-
man law only. 

 

17.4 The place of jurisdiction shall be the location of the Client's registered 
office. In the case of framework contracts, this jurisdiction shall also 
apply to disputes relating to individual orders, regardless of the seat 
of the ordering party. However, the Client is also entitled to invoke 
the courts at the place where the Contractor has its registered office. 

 

17.5 Only the German version of this contract is valid and legally enforce-
able. Unless otherwise expressly agreed in the contract, all docu-
ments shall be created in the German language and all statements 
shall be issued in the German language. 

 

18 Transfer clause 
 

The Client is entitled to transfer its rights and obligations from the 
contract to its affiliated Group companies without requiring the con-
sent of the Contractor. The regulations concerning the transferability 
of usage rights, the legal provisions for the transfer of claims and the 
obligation in accordance with section 11.5 of this contract shall re-
main unaffected. 

 

19 Overall limit of contractual penalty 
 

Unless otherwise agreed, the total of all contractual penalties claimed 
from an individual contract may not exceed 10% of the agreed remu-
neration. The assertion of a contractual penalty in accordance with 
sections 1.11 and 1.12 (integrity clause) and of claims for damages, 
independent of the legal basis, shall remain unaffected. 
 

❑ 

 


